
Phillip
Destruge 
P O R T R A I T S

I N F O R M A T I O N  G U I D E

''We stop
time for
the ones
you love''



At Phillip Destruge Portraits, 
we're                 ...

Creating everlasting tangible memories that will outlive you. We

strive to create the kind of artwork that you will want to pass down

to your children which they will continue to gift to your following 

 generation. 

Upbuilding your confidence & making you see yourself in a way

you've never witnessed before. In almost every case, women are the

caretakers of the family and place the needs & wants of their

children & partners ahead of their own. So this is an opportunity

that allows you to celebrate yourself. Get glammed up, look

stunning & we personally recommend you make a whole day out of

it. Dinner or a Girls Night Out. You deserve it! 

Stopping time for the ones you love. As someone who has lost loved

ones, there are so few things that I find priceless as printed

memories of those dear to me. At our studio we want to make sure

you can have a piece of time that will never exist again. Your child

as a toddler, a 25 year anniversary with your amazing spouse or a

significant milestone in your life. Whatever the occasion, they only

happen once and we want to make sure we can capture it so that

you may be able to hold onto it forever. 

A personalized customer experience. We understand that not every

person is the same; that tastes & style differ from one individual to

the next. YOU may like big & fancy clothing but Susie might enjoy a

more simple look of jeans & a white tee. We encourage you to BE

YOU but allow us to capture the best version of it. 

all about



We discuss how you would like to be
photographed, if you would like to include
a loved one for the shoot, pricing & what

products you are most attracted to. 

CONSULTATION

Once you are satisfied, we pick a date for
your session & you are provided with

additional information & reminders of what to
bring & how to prepare for your photoshoot. 

SCHEDULE & PLAN 

You show up to your personalized session
and we have a ton of fun. We recommend
to go out that night since you will already
be looking fabulous. Make the most of it! 

PHOTOSHOOT 

Right after your shoot, we setup a follow
up appointment so you can view your

images in  person & you can review the
products offered. There are no minimum

purchases & there is no obligation to buy.
You only take home what you love!

REVEAL  SESSION 

WHAT TO EXPECT

1

2

3

4
SESSION  FEE - $399
Images are sold separately

(refer to price list below)



HIGHLIGHT REELS



Working with Phillip was awesome! The environment was

relaxing and fun to shoot in, which helped my pictures look

natural and confident! The turnaround time for my pictures was

quick and they turned out great!! I hope to shoot again, he was

amazing.

Working with Phillip was an awesome experience and I would

recommend anyone in the West Palm Beach area to to utilize

his creative talent. He was extremely communicative with me

and very knowledgeable within his craft. If I can rate the

overall performance of this photographer, I would give him a

10/10.

OLIVIER A.

TESTIMONIALS

Phillip was awesome to shoot with! I would highly

recommend him. He was professional but also so easy to

get along with and made me feel super comfortable but

also had a great time! I LOVED how my photos turned out

and he got them to me super fast! I hope we have another

opportunity to shoot together again soon.

AERIN K.



collection three
3 0  P R I N T S  F O R  $ 3 9 9 9

Also Includes:

24x30 Framed Print Of Your Choice

Complimentary Portrait Session

Add'l Custom USB Drive

50% off Wall Portraits 

FOLIO
collections

Collections 2 & 3 come with a set of 8x10 matted prints in a

custom made beautiful black wooden box.

collection two
1 6  P R I N T S  F O R  $ 2 7 9 9

collection one
8  P R I N T S  F O R  $ 1 7 9 9

WALL
PORTRAITS

Choose a printed enlargement to hang on

your wall.

8 x 1 0  $ 2 7 5

1 6 x 2 0  $ 5 7 0

1 1 x 1 4  $ 3 7 0

2 4 x 3 0  $ 8 0 0

3 0 x 4 0  $ 1 0 2 0

IMAGES START AT $300 EACH

Also Includes:

Custom Crafted Wooden Folio Box

25% off Wall Portraits 



good fit?

If you value prints and tangible products;
it's important to you that printed photographs of the people you love are displayed on the walls of

your home or enjoy the nostalgia a custom album provides with beautiful memories.

You understand that specific moments exist that can never be repeated; you recognize that any
given point our lives can dramatically change and that no amount of money could put a price on

a special moment or person.

Not for bargain hunters. We offer a premium service with premium products & in order to provide
that level of service, it simply cannot be done for cheap. If a low price is what you're looking for
then I highly recommend not spending your hard earned money with anyone, including myself. 

Not for those looking for digital images ONLY. Our services cater to clients who want to display their
images in their homes; not let them sit on a device & possibly get lost or deleted. These images

deserve more appreciation than to just be posted on Instagram or FB for a few likes. 

This service isn't for those looking for trendy photos or heavy filters. The images produced are
meant to be classic and look great no matter what era or trend is in style at the moment. They are

meant to be timeless.

You prefer a professional photographer to capture you and your loved ones in a style that
resembles magazines such as Vanity Fair or Vogue. Not only is the quality of those photographs

stunning but remain looking amazing years later. 

For those who want to build a legacy and create heirlooms that they can pass down to their
families & across generations.

I T ' S  L I K E  M A T C H . C O M  -  B U T  F O R  Y O U R  B U S I N E S S !

Are we a



Hi, my name is Phillip,

I hope to be the photographer for the amazing photoshoot you have been looking for.

My goal is to make sure that you not only have a great time during the session but to ultimately

create images that will make you stare in awe & see yourself captured in a way no one else ever

has. I want those images we create together be the ones you want to decorate your home with,

gift them to the people you love & be the photographs that your children inherit and pass down to

their children so as to create your own legacy. Now lets talk about making that a reality. 

MAKE THE
FIRST MOVE!

R E A D Y  T O  G O ?

I CAN'T WAIT TO WORK WITH YOU.

646-331-8160 @phillipdestruge www.egurtsed.com

L E T ' S  C O N N E C T

info@egurtsed.com

http://www.egurtsed.com/
http://www.instagram.com/phillipdestrugeportraits
http://www.egurtsed.com/portraits

